Open Source Puppet Migration

Business challenge
Migrating from open source Puppet to Puppet Enterprise brings substantial benefits, but the prospect of transitioning your current implementation can seem like a big hurdle. Maybe you’re unsure about where to start, what’s involved, and the level of effort required.

Open Source Puppet Migration Services offer a prescriptive way to migrate your open source Puppet implementation to the latest Puppet Enterprise release, leveraging best-in-class methodology and tooling to simplify the migration process. With their extensive solution expertise, Puppet experts can help you migrate faster, with lower cost and risk.

Who will benefit?
Customers using open source Puppet who have decided to migrate to Puppet Enterprise and would like expert assistance with their migration.

Customer benefits
• Migrate your open source Puppet installation to the latest release of Puppet Enterprise with prescriptive guidance from a Puppet expert
• Mitigate potential risks associated with migration and reduce constraints on internal resources
• Work side-by-side with a Puppet expert to learn best practices and enable ongoing management of Puppet Enterprise

Expected outcomes
• Installation and configuration of new Puppet Enterprise infrastructure using the latest release
• Migration of nodes to run against new infrastructure

Learn more at puppet.com
What you can expect

An Open Source Puppet Migration includes installation and configuration of new Puppet Enterprise infrastructure using the latest Puppet Enterprise release, and migration of nodes to run against the new infrastructure. You will receive all of the information required to help you move forward with your migration process.

• **Pre-engagement call:** A Puppet consultant will review requirements for the engagement, including technical needs and access to key stakeholders.
• **Kickoff:** The consultant will work with your team to understand how you are using Puppet, perform discovery, and plan the upcoming work.
• **Future infrastructure setup:** The Puppet consultant will set up the infrastructure required for catalog comparison and the new Puppet Enterprise master(s) to which agents will be migrated.

• **Cutover:** The managed nodes will be migrated to the new infrastructure.
• **Closeout:** The consultant will provide documentation and note any changes required. They will provide a documented summary of work accomplished for future reference, and recommendations for next steps.

Assumptions

• All services will be delivered remotely unless otherwise agreed prior to the engagement.
• Customer practitioner will be available to work with Puppet for the engagement duration
• All required infrastructure and network requirements will be in place prior to engagement.
• The Puppet Engineer does not require direct access to customer systems or network.